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Abstract—The homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP) is widely used to model spatial distribution of base stations and mobile terminals. The same process can be used to model underlay device-to-device (D2D) network, however, neglecting homophilic relation for D2D pairing presents underestimated system insights. In this paper, we model both spatial and social distributions of interfering D2D nodes as proximity based independently marked homogeneous Poisson point process. The proximity considers physical distance between D2D nodes whereas social relationship is modeled as Zipf based marks. We apply these two paradigms to analyze the effect of interference on coverage probability of distance-proportional power-controlled cellular user. Effectively, we apply two type of functional mappings (physical distance, social marks) to Laplace functional of PPP. The resulting coverage probability has no closed-form expression, however for a subset of social marks, the mark summation converges to digamma and polygamma functions. This subset constitutes the upper and lower bounds on coverage probability. We present numerical evaluation of these bounds on coverage probability by varying number of different parameters. The results show that by imparting simple power control on cellular user, ultra-dense underlay D2D network can be realized without compromising the coverage probability of cellular user.

Index Terms—D2D communication; IMPPP, Zipf marks; social relation; coverage probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

To meet capacity demands of cellular networks, the blanket approach calls for cost-effective solution of large number of small cell deployments [1], [2]. However, this approach incurs capital and operational expenditure (CAPEX/OPEX). To eliminate these costs, device-to-device (D2D) communication, as an underlay network, can be considered as one promising solution [3]–[5]. Since mobile terminals are battery operated, and hence constrained by limited power, the underlay D2D communication is intuitively best suitable for proximity services such as content sharing, social networking etc. Such type of proximity based D2D communication has been standardized in Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) Release-12 [6]–[8].

The D2D underlay network offers increased area spectral efficiency, higher capacity, better coverage, very low end-to-end latency, however, this coexistence poses challenging interference management due to existence of intra-cell cross-tier interference. To analyze such interference, stochastic geometry is a valuable tool. The proximity based D2D communication can be modeled by homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP). However, considering only spatial distribution results in underestimated system insights. For more accurate analysis, we associate social relationship with spatial distribution. In this context, the opportunistic type of D2D communication can be considered from two perspectives, 1). spatial proximity, and 2). social relationship. The first considers channel effects (e.g., physical distance, channel conditions, path-loss etc.) whereas second is more generic to cover any type of homophilic relationship such as social ties (friend, family, colleague, co-author etc.) or inter-dependency bonds (physical contacts, financial exchanges, commodity trades, group participation etc.) [9]. The diverse nature of homophilic relations turns the modeling problem intractable. Therefore, we consider one type of homophilic relation between D2D nodes i.e., common content requests of popular files.

A. Related Work

The stochastic geometry\textsuperscript{1} is widely used to analyze cellular networks. Specifically, homogeneous PPP and its variant marked PPP (MPPP) are used to model spatial distribution of macro cells, small cells, and cellular users [10], [11]. In [10], the interference locations in down-link channel of multi-cell heterogeneous network are modeled as MPPP where the marks correspond to the channel (small-scale and large-scale fading) between the interferers and target receiver. Similar to this, in

\textsuperscript{1}The stochastic framework provides only statistical guidance on performance analysis. This is because it considers probabilistic measure and does not consider instantaneous effects. Though the framework does not provide microscopic view, it provides macroscopic level performance analysis. In industry, the feasibility of proposed scenario/solution can be verified at macroscopic level by stochastic analysis. If the performance does not lie within statistical upper and lower bounds, the solution can be rejected immediately. However, if performance indicators lie within bounds, further sophisticated approaches (based on instantaneous measurements) can be adopted for fine tuning.
[11], the propagation-loss model of down-link channel of base stations (BSs), enriched by independent exponential marking, is modeled as independently marked PPP (IMPPP).

In case of D2D network, these tools are used in [12]–[15] to derive the analytic expression for transmission capacity and outage probability. In [16], the authors assume homogeneous PPP (to model spatial distribution) and Zipf distribution (to model demands/requests of popular contents) and derive probability of successful content delivery in the presence of D2D interference. However, in these papers, no notion of social and spatial constraints on interfering D2D nodes are considered to analyze interference effect on cellular user. The results of [15] are based on MPPP for D2D user density, however, similar to the previous papers, no analytic representation of some criterion-based D2D pairing has been considered.

In [17], the authors derive coverage probability of D2D receiver to receive portion of the file. The locations are modeled by homogeneous PPP. This 2-file distributed caching system considers simple fixed caching probability without considering Zipf distribution of files. This paper is related to our current work, however, we do not focus on caching application and provide coverage probability of cellular user to meet certain threshold. Moreover, we consider N-file Zipf distribution to associate marks to each user location.

In this paper, we extend our previous work [18], [19] and provide novel two paradigm approach to analyze coverage probability of cellular user in underlay D2D communication. We consider physical distance based D2D pairing since it has major contributions towards channel effects. For the social relation, we consider Zipf based common popular file requests by D2D nodes. The two constraints (spatial and social) results into intractable Laplace functional. To approximate coverage probability of cellular user, we derive upper and lower bounds by considering two practical values of shape parameter of Zipf distribution. To best knowledge of authors, such type of joint spatial and social analysis for underlay D2D network is not present in the literature.

B. Contributions

1) We model proximity and social relationship of interfering D2D nodes as proximity based independently marked homogeneous Poisson point process (pIMPPP) to characterize interference impact on coverage probability of cellular user.

2) Based on pIMPPP, we derive analytic expressions for average coverage probability.

3) We derive upper and lower bounds, in the form of digamma and polygamma functions, on coverage probability for two values of shape parameter of Zipf distribution.

4) By numerical evaluations, we show that simple distance-proportional power control on cellular user can be chosen to enhance capacity of the network (user density).

C. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present system model of cellular network with underlay D2D communication. In Section III, we derive analytic expressions for coverage probability of cellular user based on pIMPPP distributed D2D nodes. The upper and lower bounds on coverage probability are presented for two practical values of shape parameter of Zipf distribution. In Section IV, we present numerical evaluations by varying different parameters such as user density, D2D pairing distance, power control of cellular user, target threshold, transmit power of D2D pairs, and path-loss exponent. Conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider single cell scenario comprising small cell BS (SBS), cellular user and potential D2D users as shown in Fig. 1. The up-link channel of cellular user is shared by potential D2D users in time division duplex (TDD) mode, hence causing accumulated interference. The D2D pairs are network assisted (only control/signaling information) whereas cellular user is provided both control and data services.

In the following, we define PPP and its variants to understand spatial and social distribution of potential D2D users.

Definition 1. For bounded and mutually disjoint sets $A_i$ from $i = 1, \ldots, k$, the homogeneous PPP is defined by its finite dimensional distributions [20]:

$$P\{\Phi(A_1) = n_1, \ldots, \Phi(A_k) = n_k\} = \prod_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{\exp(-\lambda A_i) \lambda A_i^{n_i}}{(n_i)!} \right),$$

where $\lambda$ is the intensity parameter. For each point $x_i$, homogeneous PPP can be represented as $\Phi = \{x_i\}$.

Definition 2. An MPPP is homogeneous PPP with point vector in $\mathbb{R}^d$ and random mark vector in $\mathbb{R}^t$ attached to each point [20]. It can be represented as $\Phi = \{x_i, m_i\}$, where $x_i$ are points and $m_i$ are associated marks. If the points and marks are independent from each other, it is known as IMPPP process represented as $\Phi = \{x_i, m_i\}$.

Definition 3. The pIMPPP is defined as IMPPP process with function mapping $p : \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow [0, 1]$ to perform spatial proximity based thinning. This process can be represented as $\Phi^p = p(\{x_i, m_i\})$.

We assume that the cellular user is uniformly distributed whereas potential D2D users are distributed according to homogeneous PPP $\Phi = \{x_i\}$ where $x_i$’s are locations of each point on measurable space $\mathbb{R}^2$. For realistic interference
analysis, we associate marks $m_i \in \mathbb{N}$ to each point $x_i$. The resulting process is MPPP. The marks are based on common content requests which follow Zipf distribution. Since, up-link request of each D2D user is associated with that user only and is independent of locations of other D2D users, the point process forms IMPPP process $\Phi = \{ x_i, m_i \}$.

The cellular and potential D2D users are distributed in the coverage area bounded between SBS radius $R$ and the protection region $R_o$. The distance between SBS and cellular user is $r_c$ which is used to calculate path-loss. Every successful D2D pair has a distance of $r_d$ between nodes. The distance between D2D interferer and SBS is $r_i$. To simplify the analysis, we assume opportunistic D2D communication without considering quality of service for successful D2D pair and hence do not take into account the distance between D2D receiver and cellular user\(^2\). The channel model assumes distance dependent path-loss and Rayleigh fading. The simple singular path-loss model\(^1\) ($r_c^{-\alpha}$) is assumed where the protection region ensures the convergence of the model by avoiding $r_c$ to lie at the origin. The radius $R_o$ is very small i.e., $R_o \ll R$ such that it can be considered as an atom in point process terminology i.e., $R_o \sim 0$. The power, associated with channel gain, follows exponential distribution with mean $\mu$. The distance $r_c$ follows uniform probability distribution function (pdf) as follows [14]:

$$f(r_c) = \frac{2r_c}{R^2} , \quad f(\theta) = \frac{1}{2\pi} ,$$

where $R_0 \leq r_c \leq R$ and $0 \leq \theta \leq 2\pi$.

### III. COVERAGE PROBABILITY OF CELLULAR USER

In this section, we derive coverage probability of cellular user by considering not only the distance constraint but also the popularity of requested contents.

\(^2\)The distance between D2D receiver and cellular user is random for whole set of underlay D2D nodes. It has well known distribution [21], however, we intend to provide this type of analysis in extended work in future.

\(^1\)More complex models for path-loss and channel gains [22], [23] can be assumed, however, they result in decreased tractability, and are left to the future work. In this research, our approach is to assume standard models and analyze more realistic stochastic models for spatial distribution and D2D pairing.

### A. Social Relation

The Zipf distribution models the popularity of files in the form of ranks. The probability mass function of Zipf distribution is given as [24]:

$$z_x(k) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{k^s \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} (1/i)^s} & \text{if } k \text{ involves Riemann zeta function and } s \text{ follows the fact } \lim_{N \to \infty} H_{N,s} = \zeta(s) \text{ [25].} \\ \frac{1}{k^s H_{N,s}} & \text{if } (b) \text{ follows the } \end{cases}$$

where (a) involves Riemann zeta function and (b) follows the fact $\lim_{N \to \infty} H_{N,s} = \zeta(s)$ [25]. Since our analysis is based on $N$ popular files, associated with location $x$, we will consider (b) throughout this paper. In Equ. (2), $k$ is the rank of the file, $s$ is the tail index or shape parameter and $H_{N,s}$ is the $N^{th}$ generalized harmonic number.

The Zipf based marks associated with each D2D user are shown in Fig. 2. The shape parameter $s$ controls the popularity of files. The most popular contents have higher probability of request by potential D2D users. On contrary, the less popular contents will result in lower probability of D2D pairing and hence less interference. For example, the chances of rank 1 ($m = 1$) file with $s = 10$ are 99.9%. The higher value of $s$ converges the popularity of files towards lower ranks. The popular contents follow Zipf’s Law and hence, the interference due to potential D2D users is controlled by power law.

### B. Spatial Proximity

In order to consider proximity for D2D pairing along with Zipf based associated marks, we assume reduced path-loss (shortest distance) between potential D2D users. All nodes that do not meet this criterion are excluded from D2D pairing. In this context, we convert IMPPP process $\Phi$ to pIMPPP $\tilde{\Phi}$ where $p: \mathbb{R}^2 \mapsto [0, 1]$ performs thinning to analytically capture the shortest distance based selection of points, for D2D pairing, that have higher marks for content sharing applications.

We introduce retention $p(r_d)$ as the probability that all points with distance $(\leq) r_d$ are considered for D2D pairing. The probability $p(r_d)$ is given as [18], [19]:

$$p(r_d) = p = 1 - \exp(-\pi \lambda r_d^2) .$$

The locations of potential D2D users constitute measurable space in $\mathbb{R}^2$ and associated marks are mutually independent random vectors in $\mathbb{N}$. By incorporating retention probability (3), the Laplace functional of pIMPPP is given as [20]:

$$\mathcal{L}_{\tilde{\Phi}}(f) = \exp \left\{ - \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} \left[ 1 - \sum_{m=1}^{N} \exp \left( -f(x, m) z_x(m) \right) \right] p \lambda \, dx \right\} ,$$

where $f(x, m)$ is the real function defined on $\mathbb{R}^2$ and $\lambda$ is the intensity measure of points (in this case D2D user density).
C. Illustrative Example

The social and spatial relations play key role to realize D2D pairs. These relations are diverse in nature. However, as mentioned in Sec. I, in this research we consider physical distance based spatial proximity and common request based social relation. For illustration purpose, we show these two relations in Fig. 3. In this figure, we can see that each user has different social and spatial relation with every other user in the coverage area. For example, $U_1$ is physically away from $U_2$, however, socially it is well connected i.e., requesting the most popular common file $f_1$ where subscript 1 shows the rank of the file (See Fig. 2). Similarly, $U_2$ has strong physical relation with $U_7$ but socially not well connected (i.e., $U_2$ requests $f_1$ whereas $U_7$ requests $f_3$). The user $U_3$ is spatially and socially closer to $U_5$ (both request $f_2$) and hence qualify for D2D pairing. In this research, we model social relation of users by multivariate Zipf distribution (Eq. 2) and physical relation by nearest neighbor distribution function (Eq. 3).

D. Coverage Probability

In order to derive average coverage probability of cellular user, we assume interference-limited environment ($\sigma^2 = 0$). In the following coverage analysis, we consider signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) instead of signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR). Due to large number of underlay D2D users, we assume interference dominated regime where noise variance $\sigma^2$ can be ignored\(^4\). In this case, SIR is given as:

$$\text{SIR}_{\text{SBS}} = \frac{p_c f_c r_c^{-\alpha} \epsilon^{-1}}{\sum_{i \in \Phi} p_i f_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i^{-1}},$$

where subscripts \(\{c, i\}\) are used for cellular user and D2D interferers, respectively. The $p_c$ and $p_i$ are transmit powers; the $f_c$ and $f_i$ are Rayleigh based small-scale fading where power gain follows exponential distribution with mean $\mu$;

\(^4\)In LTE-based OFDMA systems, the value of $\sigma^2$ depends on Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, number of carriers $N_C$, allocated bandwidth (B) and total bandwidth ($B_T$) of the system. In case of $B_T = 10$ MHz, $N_C = 600$, B between [0.5 5] MHz (as the up-link shared bandwidth by underlay D2D network), the value of $\sigma^2$ is between $[1.8 \times 10^{-15}$ $1.8 \times 10^{-14}]$ W. Since, we have negative sign with $\sigma^2$, to observe and maximize its effect, we choose minimum value of $\tau$ (e.g., 5 dB), minimum value of $\epsilon_c$ (e.g., 10 m from BS), and maximum value of $p_c$ (e.g., 20 dBm). For these values, noise contribution is $\exp(-\sigma^2 \epsilon_c^{-1} r_c^{-\alpha}) = 0.999$ which has no impact on overall analysis.

the distance dependent path-losses are $r_c^{-\alpha}$, and $r_i^{-\alpha}$. We assume distance-proportional fractional power control $r_i^{-\alpha(\epsilon)}$ ($\epsilon_i \in [0,1]$) for all users. However, it does not make sense to invert path-loss of the interfering channel by power control. Therefore, we assume power control for cellular user and no power control for potential D2D interferers. To allow underlay D2D communication, the SBS should switch-off power control that converts $r_i^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)} = r_i^{-\alpha}$ to ensure better coverage of the cellular user with power control $r_e^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)}$. The marks $m_i$ follows Zipf law to model the up-link request of popular files.

The average coverage probability of cellular user is:

$$P_{\text{cov}} = E_{r_c} \left[ P[\text{SIR}_{\text{SBS}} \geq \tau] \right] | r_c],$$

$$= E_{r_c} \left[ P\left[ f_c \geq \frac{\tau I_A}{p_c r_c^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)}} \right] \right] | r_c],$$

where

$$I_A = \sum_{i \in \Phi} p_i f_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i^{-1},$$

is the interference due to D2D users in the coverage area.

In (4), the coverage probability depends on $f_c, r_c^{-\alpha}, f_i, r_i^{-\alpha}$. Conditioning on $g = \{f_i, m_i\}$, the coverage probability of cellular user for a given transmit power $p_c$ is

$$P[\text{SIR}_{\text{SBS}} \geq \tau] | r_c, g = \int_{x=0}^{\infty} \frac{\tau I_A}{p_c r_c^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)}} \exp(-x) dx,$$

$$= \exp \left( -\frac{\tau p_c^{-1} r_c^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)} I_A}{} \right).$$

De-conditioning by $g$, (6) results into:

$$P[\text{SIR}_{\text{SBS}} \geq \tau] | r_c = E_g \left[ \exp \left( -\frac{\tau p_c^{-1} r_c^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)} I_A}{} \right) \right],$$

$$= E_g \left[ \exp \left( -s_c I_A \right) \right],$$

$$= \mathcal{L}_{I_A}(s_c),$$

where $s_c = \tau p_c^{-1} r_c^{-\alpha(\epsilon-1)}$. Putting the value of $I_A$ from (5) into (7)

$$\mathcal{L}_{I_A}(s_c) = E_{f_c, f_i} \left[ \exp \left( -s_c \sum_{i \in \Phi} p_i f_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i^{-1} \right) \right],$$

$$= E_{f_c, f_i} \left[ \prod_{i \in \Phi} \exp \left( -s_c p_i f_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i^{-1} \right) \right],$$

$$= E_{f_i} \left[ \prod_{i \in \Phi} E_{f_i} \left[ \exp(-s_c p_i f_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i^{-1}) \right] \right],$$

$$= E_{f_i} \left[ \prod_{i \in \Phi} E_{f_i} \left[ \frac{1}{1 + s_c p_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i} \right] \right],$$

$$= E_{f_i} \left[ \prod_{i \in \Phi} \left( \frac{\mu}{\mu + s_c p_i r_i^{-\alpha} m_i} \right) \right],$$

(8)

where (8) results from the i.i.d distributions of $f_i$ and further independence from the underlay IMPPP process.

The probability generating functional for a function $f(x, m)$
with retention \( p \) from (3) implies:
\[
\mathcal{L}_{I_A}(s_c) = \exp \left( - \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} \left[ 1 - \sum_{m=1}^{N} f(x,m)z_x(m) \right] p \lambda dx \right),
\]
\[
= \exp \left( - \int_{\mathbb{R}^2} \left[ 1 - \sum_{m=1}^{N} f(x,m) \frac{m^{-s}}{H_{N,s}} \right] p \lambda dx \right),
\]
\[
= \exp \left( -2\pi \lambda p \int_{R_0}^{\infty} \left[ 1 - \sum_{m=1}^{N} \frac{x^\alpha m^{m-1-s}}{(x^\alpha m + s_c p)} \right] dx \right).
\]
(9)

The function \( g(x, r_c) \) in (9) cannot be solved in closed-form in general, however, we can find upper and lower bounds for special cases of \( s \in \mathbb{N} \). These bounds subsequently allows upper and lower bounds on coverage probability of cellular user. For example, for a given population of file ranks, the lower bound on \( g(x, r_c) \) is controlled by minimum value of \( s \in \mathbb{N} \) (i.e., \( s = 1 \)) which shows minimum D2D pairs and puts upper bound on coverage probability of cellular user. Similarly, upper bound is controlled by maximum value of \( s \in \mathbb{N} \) which can be as high as \( \infty \). In order to find practical highest value of \( s \), we consider the value where the probability of most popular files reaches 1. This allows maximum D2D pairs and puts lower bound on coverage probability of cellular user. The maximum value of shape parameter is found by increasing it gradually. By increasing shape parameter from \( s = 1 \) to \( s = 2 \), the probability of most popular files approximately doubles (from 0.32 to 0.61). From \( s = 2 \) to \( s = 4 \), it increases by 1.5 times (from 0.61 to 0.92). Further increase in \( s \), e.g., \( s = 10 \), increases the probability of popular files to 0.999. If we further increase the value of \( s \), the probability of popular files will not increase significantly. Moreover, higher values of \( s \) incur higher cost of power function in denominator of Eqn. 2. To reduce computational complexity, we assume the highest value of \( s \) as 10 without any significant loss in probability of popular files. For minimum and maximum values of \( s \), the function \( g(x, r_c) \) in (9) converges to closed-form expressions as shown in Table I. The minimum value of shape parameter i.e., \( s = 1 \) results in lowest probability of popular file requests as can be seen in Fig. 2. For example, for \( s = 1 \), the probability of file with rank \( m = 1 \) has 32.6% chances of being requested by any potential D2D pair. This minimum value allows closed-form expression for \( g(x, r_c) \) [Table I, (10)] and hence, characterizes upper bound on coverage probability of cellular user. Contrary to this, higher value of \( s \) means higher probability of popular content requests which results into maximum number of D2D pairs and subsequently more interference on cellular user. For example, for \( s = 10 \), there are 99.9% chances that the file with rank = 1 will be requested. This case admits closed-form expression for \( g(x, r_c) \) [Table I, (11)] and puts lower bound on coverage probability. The resulting average coverage probability of cellular user is given as:
\[
\rho_{\text{cov}} = \mathbb{E}_{r_c} \left[ \exp \left( -2\pi \lambda p \int_{R_0}^{\infty} \left[ 1 - g(x, r_c) \right] dx \right) \right] |r_c|,
\]
\[
= \int_{R_0}^{R} \exp \left( -2\pi \lambda p \int_{R_0}^{\infty} \left[ 1 - g(x, r_c) \right] dx \right) \frac{2r_c}{R^2} dr_c.
\]
(12)

Using (12), the upper and lower bounds on average coverage probability of cellular user takes the following form, respectively:
\[
\rho_{\text{cov}}^{c,UB} = \int_{R_0}^{R} \exp \left( -2\pi \lambda p \int_{R_0}^{\infty} \left[ 1 - g^{UB}(x, r_c) \right] dx \right) \frac{2r_c}{R^2} dr_c,
\]
(13)
\[
\rho_{\text{cov}}^{c,LB} = \int_{R_0}^{R} \exp \left( -2\pi \lambda p \int_{R_0}^{\infty} \left[ 1 - g^{LB}(x, r_c) \right] dx \right) \frac{2r_c}{R^2} dr_c.
\]
(14)

E. Ergodic Rate of D2D Pair

The coverage probability of D2D pair is given as [19]:
\[
\rho_{\text{cov}}^{d} = \mathbb{L}_{I_c}(s_d) \mathbb{L}_{I_A}(s_d),
\]
(15)
where $I_c = p_c f e^{-\alpha s_d}$, $s_d = \gamma p_d r_d^{-\alpha}$ and $p_d$ is the transmit power of D2D pair.

From [19, Equ. (17)], the first part of Equ. (15) is approximated as:

$$\mathcal{L}_{I_c}(s_d) \simeq \frac{1}{1 + (\gamma \frac{p_c}{p_d})^\frac{2}{\alpha} (\frac{r_d^2}{128\pi\alpha^4})}.$$ 

(16)

The second part of Equ. (15) (i.e., $\mathcal{L}_{I_h}(\cdot)$) is given in Equ. (9), however, Laplace functional is calculated at $s_d$ instead of $s_c$ since the reference point is now D2D pair.

Following [14, Sec. V-A, Equ. (29)] and utilizing Equ. (9 & 16), the ergodic rate of a single D2D pair can be approximated as:

$$\mathcal{R}^d = \int_0^{\infty} \frac{1}{1 + \gamma \mathcal{L}_{I_c}(s_d) \mathcal{L}_{I_h}(s_d)} d\gamma,$n

$$\simeq \int_0^{\infty} \frac{1}{(1 + \gamma) \left(1 + (\gamma \frac{p_c}{p_d})^\frac{2}{\alpha} (\frac{r_d^2}{128\pi\alpha^4})\right)} \exp\left(-2\pi\lambda p \int_{R_0}^{\infty} [1-g(d, r_d)] dx\right) d\gamma.$$ 

(17)

The lower and upper bounds on $\mathcal{R}^d$ can be obtained by considering $A = \frac{\mathcal{R}^d \mathcal{R}^c}{\mathcal{R}^c}$ in Table I and replacing $g(d, r_d)$ with Equ. (10 & 11), respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we numerically evaluate the analytic expressions of Sec. III by varying the number of different parameters for a small cell of radius $R = 500$ m and a radius of protection region $R_0 = 1$ m. The distance of cellular user $r_c$ is uniformly distributed. It is integrated over the coverage area to capture average coverage probability of cellular user. The spatial proximity (D2D pairing, $r_d$) is random and reduced power-controlled cellular user due to spatial proximity and social relationship. The solid lines, in all figures, show upper bound ($s = 1$) and dotted lines show lower bound ($s = 10$) on coverage probability.

The average coverage probability of cellular user in (13, 14) depends on user density $\lambda$, D2D pair distance $r_d$, SIR threshold of cellular user $\tau$, D2D transmit power $p_i$, transmit power of cellular user $p_i$, path-loss exponent $\alpha$, and power control factor $\epsilon$. The average coverage probability of cellular user for different values of $\lambda$ and $\epsilon$ is plotted in Fig. 4. In this two parameter analysis, there is a monotonically increasing relation between $\lambda$, $\epsilon$ and $p_{con}$ as shown in Fig. 5. Based on this monotonically relation, the value of $\epsilon$ is selected in incremental fashion\textsuperscript{5} to show its impact on coverage probability of cellular user. The plot in Fig. 4 shows that with different power control, the coverage probability of cellular user shows quite different trends. For example, without power control ($\epsilon = 0$), the upper bound on coverage probability drops from 0.94 to 0.47 by increasing underlay users from 27 to 108 ($\lambda = 0.03 \times 10^{-3}$). On the other hand, the upper bound with high power control ($\epsilon = 0.5$) shows hardly any drop in coverage probability for this range of user density. The power control can be incorporated to realize dense underlay D2D network. The higher power can cause intra-cell (cellular user to D2D receiver) and inter-cell interference (cellular user to cell-edge

\textsuperscript{5}If we consider all other parameters e.g., $p_i$, $r_c$, $r_d$, $\lambda$ in finding $\epsilon$, then it can be formulated as an optimization problem, however, in present research, the scope is restricted to analyze coverage probability of distance-proportional power-controlled cellular user in underlay D2D network where pairs are made on spatial and social relations.
users of neighboring cells). However, this problem can be solved via optimal power control and resource management.

In Fig. 6, we analyze average coverage probability of cellular user for different values of SIR threshold \( \tau \). The difference between upper and lower bound, for underlay users (\( \geq 250 \)) reduces significantly at higher values of \( \tau \). Moreover, both bounds converge to a small range of coverage probability, \([0, 0.0625]\). The reverse effect can be seen in case of underlay users (\( \leq 100 \)). The bounds converge very slow (at high values of \( \tau \)) due to reduced number of D2D pairs and subsequently reduced interference. In Fig. 7, no convergence to small range of coverage probability can be seen at higher values of \( \tau \). This phenomenon follows the intuition. The former case, without any power control, results into interference-dominated environment whereas in later case, simple power control has suppressed accumulated interference of underlay users. The power control effect on coverage probability can be seen by comparing Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. By incorporating simple power control, dense underlay D2D network can be realized. For example, by setting \( \epsilon = 0.25 \), the lower and upper bounds on coverage probability of cellular user at \( \tau = -5 \) dB have been improved from \([0.04, 0.07]\) to \([60.7, 70.8]\). For this value of \( \epsilon \), the coverage probability of cellular user is \((\geq 50\%)\) for underlay users (\( \leq 250 \)). This shows huge gain in capacity even if half of them are able to share contents between each other while meeting certain SIR threshold\(^6\).

In Fig. 8, we analyze the impact of physical distance between D2D users on coverage probability of cellular user. The shortest distance \( r_d \) results into reduced path-loss and smaller transmit power. The transmit power of each D2D pair can be different depending upon \( r_d \) and required SIR. Therefore, ideally, the transmit power of D2D pairs should be controlled by SBS, however, it requires channel state information of direct link and incurs a lot of signaling overhead. To simplify the analysis, we assume same transmit power of all D2D pairs. Because of the nature of proximity based D2D communication, shorter distances and hence low transmit power is always feasible to contribute minimum interference to the cellular user. We present the impact of \( r_d \) for four values of transmit power \( p_i = [ -15 - 10 - 50 ] \) dBm. At shorter distances, the direct link establishes line of sight (LOS) communication. The D2D link has an analogy to satellite link however, the distance of former (order of few meters) is negligible as compared to later (order of 36,000 Km). The transmit power of iDirect remote terminal to satellite space segment ranges between -35 and 0 dBm [27]. As compared to this distance range, At a distance of few meter, the range of \( p_i \) is still very high\(^7\). These values show high interference and hence significantly drop coverage probability of cellular user. For example, increase in \( p_i \) from -15 dBm to 0 dBm reduces coverage probability from 79.7\% to 37.3\%. If we reduce transmit power (\( \leq -15 \) dBm), we can ensure coverage probability of cellular user (\( \geq 80\%)\).

In Fig. 9, we consider two scenarios, indoor (\( \alpha = 1.8 \)) and suburban (\( \alpha = 4 \)), for two cases of power control (\( \epsilon = [0, 0.25] \)). In case of no power control, the bounds, at lower \( \tau \), are widely spread whereas for higher values, they show cross-over point [28, Fig. 9, 10]. This cross-over point has been shifted to lower values of \( \tau \) in case of power control. For example, the cross-over point in these scenarios, in case of upper bounds, has been shifted from (17.5 \( \rightarrow \) 12.5) by employing power control of 0.25. The similar amount of shift can be seen in case of lower bounds. This shows that in indoor scenarios, the power control provides coverage gain but it rapidly drops as compared to suburban scenario. This validates the intuition since the numerator in (4), \( I_A \), is scaled by big

\(^6\)We assumed maximum of 1000 underlay D2D users. This figure is quite pessimistic as compared to scenarios where 1 million connections/Km\(^2\) is expected in future cellular networks [26].

\(^7\)In IP-based satellite communications, iDirect\(^\circledR\) is a global leader. The transmit power of iDirect remote terminal to satellite space segment ranges between -35 and 0 dBm [27].
denominator (smaller $\alpha$, higher coverage drop) as compared to very big denominator (higher $\alpha$, smaller coverage drop).

The rate of a randomly chosen D2D pair (Equ. (17)) for different values of $r_d$ is shown in Fig. 10. Here we can see that for smaller D2D pairing distances, the effect of increased transmission power of cellular user is insignificant. For example, at a distance of $r_d \leq 10$, the rate drops very little (i.e., from 3.03 to 2.91 [b/s/Hz]). However, for higher distances ($\geq 100$), the D2D pair is in the blockage zone.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we characterize interference of underlay D2D network, by considering spatial and social relationship, on average coverage probability of distance-proportional power-controlled cellular user. The spatial and social relations, between D2D nodes, are based on physical distance and Zipf distributed common popular file requests, respectively. The resulting analytic expressions, based on joint spatial and social constraints, have no closed-form expression, however, the lower and upper bounds of common popular file requests have nice convergence in the form of digamma and polygamma functions. We introduce this function as independent marks to each D2D node and apply distance based thinning. Effectively, we apply thinning (physical distance based retention) on Zipf based marked PPP to realize thinned IMPPP process.

The numerical evaluations present the effect of user density, SIR threshold, power control, and physical distance on average coverage probability of cellular user. The analysis show that the user density of potential D2D nodes can be increased by controlling power-control factor of cellular user. This means ultra dense cellular networks can sustain huge capacity demands by up-link power control on cellular user. The other factor is the target SIR threshold of cellular user which can also be ensured by power control. By controlling the transmit power of successful D2D pairs and up-link power control on cellular user, the physical distance for D2D pairing can also be increased to cope up capacity demands.
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